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76. Should one find a man who points out faults and who reproves, let him follow such a wise and sagacious person as 
one would a guide to hidden treasure. It is always better, and never worse, to cultivate such an association. 
 
77. Let him admonish, instruct and shield one from wrong; he, indeed, is dear to the good and detestable to the evil. 
 
78. Do not associate with evil companions; do not seek the fellowship of the vile. Associate with the good friends; seek 
the fellowship of noble men. 
 
79. He who drinks deep the Dhamma lives happily with a tranquil mind. The wise man ever delights in the Dhamma made 
known by the Noble One (the Buddha). 
 
80. Irrigators regulate the rivers; fletchers straighten the arrow shaft; carpenters shape the wood; the wise control 
themselves. 
 
81. Just as a solid rock is not shaken by the storm, even so the wise are not affected by praise or blame. 
 
82. On hearing the Teachings, the wise become perfectly purified, like a lake deep, clear and still. 
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83. The good renounce (attachment for) everything. The virtuous do not prattle with a yearning for pleasures. The wise show no 
elation or depression when touched by happiness or sorrow. 
 
84. He is indeed virtuous, wise, and righteous who neither for his own sake nor for the sake of another (does any wrong), who does 
not crave for sons, wealth, or kingdom, and does not desire success by unjust means. 
85. Few among men are those who cross to the farther shore. The rest, the bulk of men, only run up and down the hither bank. 
 
86. But those who act according to the perfectly taught Dhamma will cross the realm of Death, so difficult to cross. 
 
87-88. Abandoning the dark way, let the wise man cultivate the bright path. Having gone from home to homelessness, let him yearn 
for that delight in detachment, so difficult to enjoy. Giving up sensual pleasures, with no attachment, let the wise man cleanse himself 
of defilements of the mind. 
 
89. Those whose minds have reached full excellence in the factors of enlightenment, who, having renounced acquisitiveness, rejoice in 
not clinging to things — rid of cankers, glowing with wisdom, they have attained Nibbana in this very life. 
  

  Some thoughts about this Dhammapada Verse: The Wise 
 
Okay, wise guys and girls! I’ve been waiting for this verse to suggest this bodhisattva assignment with hopes that you will 
choose to accept it. Actually, I know that many of you are already on the job, so, for you, we can consider this a renewing of your 
contract and an upgrade in your pay to extra good karma! And, just as in all top-secret infiltration jobs, this is between us (shhh) and 
not something for a CNN broadcast. We are not hiring inflated egos for this project, but true wisdom beings – like you! 
 
The task: to help bring healing to all suffering beings. Yes, that is ALL suffering BEINGS --not just our favorite people and cute 
animals. The aim is to alleviate suffering for all that live and breathe – and we should probably throw in the healing of the planet too. 
 
This verse, The Wise, reminds us that every one has within them an innate wisdom that is beginningless, endless, never created, and 
indestructible. Wisdom nature is the true self of us all, even if it is covered by the non-stop and somewhat confused chatter of the ego 
mind that tries to hang on to who each one of us thinks we are.  
 
That Wise One, the inner wisdom self, true essence, moves us without error towards realization and fulfillment in the KNOWING of 
essential sacredness. No matter that our past actions in the world may cause us to wonder whether confusion or even evil has 
motivated us in creating suffering. Wisdom is unfolding always, even when we can’t perceive it. Sometimes we just aren’t ready to 
learn the deepest lessons by driving down that smooth super-highway to reach our goals. Some of us need to crawl through the 
brambles to get back on the path – after falling off the cliff – or getting carried over the waterfall – because we didn’t follow the trail 
markers for the easy green trails.  But, no problem, we each have our own unique journey to take and karma to expend for some 
important reason. And as we look back at our journey of self discovery, the result is that we often become the best teachers when we 
have learned the hard way.  
 
So that is the invitation to all of you. I am encouraging you to own that you are the teachers and wisdom guides that can greatly 
benefit all others in your world. 
 

"A leader is a person who has an unusual degree of power to project on other people his or her shadow or his or her light. 
A leader is a person who has an unusual degree of power to create the conditions under which other people must live and move 
and have their being - conditions that can either be as illuminating as heaven or as shadowy as hell. A leader is a person who must 
take special responsibility for what's going on inside him or her self, inside his or her consciousness, lest the act of leadership 
create more harm than good. 
     The problem is that people rise to leadership in our society by a tendency towards extroversion, which means a tendency to 
ignore what is going on inside themselves. Leaders rise to power in our society by operating very competently and effectively in the 
external world, sometimes at the cost of internal awareness. 
     I've looked at some training programs for leaders. I'm discouraged by how often they focus on the development of skills 
to manipulate the external world rather than the skills necessary to go inward and make the inner journey."     Parker Palmer 
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This quote highlights why I have the faith that you can do this job – of course, for good! You are on this journey of self awareness 
under the most trying of conditions. There is no one who can do a better job than you – not those who are paid, or those degreed as 
experts, or those who like to tell everyone that they are the teachers, or the ‘ones who know’. This is a job for those who know 
themselves right down to those darkest corners. Only in knowing ourselves can we know others uncontaminated by our own 
projections. 
 
The Wise Ones are pretty discreet. They aren’t teaching explanations of texts or offering intellectually challenging information. They 
work with loving kindness, give teachings by modeling them more than lecturing about them, and they never cause harm to others 
with their thoughts, words or actions. You can do that. Just follow these easy guidelines and watch warily for your ego self to slip in 
and out so that you stay alert to your self-interest. For all of us, until we are fully enlightened, we will see ego popping up trying to 
have his or her say and wanting rewards. Ego self would like to be special, important, celebrated, and get some nice title or fancy 
badge. Ego likes to compare and judge. Ego wants to be the best – have the most students and the biggest crowds. If you just notice 
ego’s trickiness and be patient with his or her neediness, then that part of the journey actually helps us to purify ego as we benefit 
others. This is part of reaching enlightenment too. Remember that it is wisdom self alone that reaches the great goal – freedom from 
suffering for all. You will do fine.  
 

Here are the guidelines for you, the Wise One, to reach your students: 
 
Step 1 – Spend many lives traveling a path of spiritual awakening. (We’ve all done this part so you can cross this one off the list) 
 
Step 2 - For all of us, some karma was accumulated while we were developing specific wisdom qualities. Now we know to be glad 
when our obstacles arise because we are able to expend some of that karma and have a clearer path in the future. Say HOORAH for 
the tough times. 
 
Step 3 – Maybe with and maybe without awareness, wisdom has laid in place the conditions for new lessons to be learned. Some of 
these lessons may be pretty challenging! We can make it harder or easier for ourselves depending on our consciousness, but wisdom is 
always unfolding. Wisdom is paramount in your life and leading you on your path or you would not even be reading this newsletter or 
have an interest in emotional and spiritual growth.  
 
Step 4 – I expect that most of you on this journey have seen more than your share of suffering. You know what it is to struggle with 
the difficulties of humanness and you are likely surrounded with many who are lost in suffering. It is not an accident that you chose 
the world you live in today. Wisdom teachers are desperately needed right there in your neighborhood. Look around at all those who 
need your help.  
 
Step 5 – Because you know these people and the world you share with them, you are the best teacher to reach them. You are someone 
who can understand them. And you have done what so many around you have not done – found awareness of a Self that can take you, 
and now them, beyond the deluded and confused ego-self that perpetuates suffering.  
 
Step 6 – Keep growing by reading all you can about your path. Listen to your wisdom teachers and learn from them. Meditate in order 
to better know your inner wisdom voice and to increase your equanimity and balance. Meditate in wisdom mind for as long as 
possible every day as you awaken to your highest Self. As you grow, you can reach out to all those who benefit from your wisdom and 
who are grateful for your guidance.  
 
Step 7 – Live the prayer: May all who know me, who see me, hear me, or even hear my name find healing and liberation from 
suffering. 
 

Who are your students? 
Everyone who has an energetic connection to you is your perfect student.  

All that you do and say is the perfect teaching for them if offered with loving kindness. 
 

If you are in prison –  
you can help your cell or barrack mates – all those that you work with -- all the security guards and other prison employees that 
interact with you -- all those who are in your prison meditation groups, your church services, or other activity groups and classes -- 
everyone that comes to visit you or who writes to you -- your family and friends back home -- those from your neighborhood, social 
groups, churches, gangs, old work places, --- and all who you have ever known.  
 
You don’t need to see these people face to face or talk to them directly. You have a karmic connection, an energetic tie, to each of 
these people and can affect and benefit each one merely by sending love and healing energy to them. 
 



If you work in a prison and you are reading this Dharma Friends newsletter, you are very likely to be one who is there with the wish 
to be of benefit and to be a teacher and guide. Thank you. 
 
If you are not in prison, you may look around your nice neighborhood and think, “These people are not that bad off. They certainly 
don’t need me to help them as much as those folks that live with our Dharma Friends that are in prison.” I would say that even if it 
doesn’t appear to be so, there is not a single person who lives around you, who is in your family, that you work with, that you talk to 
in the grocery store, that you see during this day or any day that is not suffering from some thing. They all need you. 
 

WHO ARE OUR STUDENTS? 
 

For all of us, think of every being out there as equal to all others. Each is someone to offer love and healing to. Yes, of course, reach 
out with love and healing to our children, our partners and our close friends. But those loving relationships just teach us how to love 
all beings, with no one excluded, and with just as much caring for all. 
 
The best and most healing thing we can offer to each of these beings is not our wise words of advice. It is not something we can give 
them like money or food or gifts. It is not a helping hand to free them from difficult or challenging circumstances. It is our willingness 
and capacity to see their inner essential goodness: their wisdom nature. Honor and love this highest Self in each being. When you can 
see, love, and respond to their sacred self, they too can see and know who they truly are beyond that ego-self that is lost in suffering. 
As you see and know their true essence, they can grow in Self awareness because you hold up a mirror before them.  
 
At the same time, grow your skills to be as effective as possible in the world.  
Encourage those who model after you to grow their skillfulness in the world too. Little by little, as they feel support and learn from 
you, they too can grow to become wisdom teachers for those who follow them. 
 

What are the skills that help us to be competent in handling worldly obstacles? 
Learn the vehicles that can help us to get things done in the world. 

• Learn about the effective and legal use of money so that it works for you rather than enslaves you. 
• Make sure you can read, write, and speak in ways that can get your message across to people as best you can. 
• Learn about effective and moral use of power to accomplish beneficial goals for all people. 
• Develop your talents as your offering to others. Know that your creative gifts, intellect, and physical skills are all your tools 

to connect to and reach others. Enjoy them and see how they are your special and unique way to deliver your message. 
• Expand your view. A closed and limited view feels safer, but as we grow in our experience of All That Is, we know that our 

view must be limitless. Wherever we draw the circle around our idea of what is our self and what is our world, we create an 
artificial boundary that cuts us off from the totality of our wisdom knowing.  

• Gently expand our growing edge always. Read and study history; all people of the world; science to know how we constantly 
repeat nature’s perfect patterns; know all you can about psychology, sociology and physiology; learn languages to better 
understand how words and ideas shape societies’ realties; and learn all the world’s religions to better know many paths to 
wisdom  

 
Trust that every being every where knows what is right and best for them. 

Honor their wisdom path just as you do your own. 
The most important thing that you can teach others is to listen to their own inner wisdom voice. 

 

     A MEDITATION - Living as a teacher – 
There are no lesson plans or lectures to deliver for this job! 

What are the job requirements? 
 

1. Meditate a lot. Meditation develops balance and stability so that when life events arise, you won’t be thrown off center into an 
emotional reaction.  

2. Meditate a lot. Let all life events be a meditation - reframing each story to see how it is a teaching for you and an opportunity to live a 
teaching for others. 

3. Meditate a lot. Your capacity to rest in vast, spacious and subtle reality allows the obscurations of conceptual mind to lift in order to 
perceive sacredness. This occurs only in a mind of balance and equanimity.  
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4. Meditate a lot. As we meditate, all ideas of ego-self identity dissolve as they arise. We learn that we are ‘no self’. We learn that all that 
arises is an aspect of Oneness and inseparable from the pure essence of All Beings.  

5. Meditate a lot. Compassion arises naturally as the heart connection to all beings only as our self-boundaries dissolve. We are wisdom 
and compassion inseparable: One with All Beings and One with All That Is. 
 
When we live in wisdom mind and great compassion, then we live as a teacher and healer. All that we say and do benefits all others 
(and this includes our self on our own journey.) You are a teacher and healer as you embrace this intention. You won’t make any 
mistakes if your motivation is to never cause harm.  
 

This is your “living life” meditation for all ways and all your days. 
 

Our HEALING NET of Dharma Friends  
In this meditation, let us all hold in our heart/mind the family and network of healers and teachers that we all are. We are over 1500 
strong spreading across all 50 states and many other countries as our blessings go out to each other, all those connected to us, and to 
all beings everywhere. 
 

See us each carrying a light that lifts the suffering of all others. 
See us each shining the way to help those that we each connect to. 

 
Our thousands of lights are shining throughout prisons and jails -- into prison hospitals and prison offices -- into death rows and 
solitary confinement -- into the vulnerable lives of children who are loved but feel abandoned by incarcerated parents -- into the hearts 
of wives, husbands, parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents, cousins, gang friends and former enemies – to soldiers at war -- to church 
brothers and sisters – to desperate ghetto families – to all the hopeless and lost – to the wealthy in mansions – to the powerful decision 
makers – to those who work tirelessly in the world on social causes – to teenage boys who long for a Dad to guide them so that they 
don’t end up in prison – to all the animals, birds, insects, and even the worms – to girls and boys abused and caught up in fear and 
shame – to those consumed by anger – to those everywhere who are in great pain from illness and hunger – to tiny newborns who 
need love to find their true self – to those caught in addictions that have robbed their life of all direction – to all those about to take 
that great flight out of their bodies -- and to each and every one of the millions of beings that we touch all together and whose lives we 
can make better.  
 
Every one of us has our own gift to give. Someone somewhere will be bereft if you don’t give yours. This job has no glitz, glamour or 
jewelry. The pay for this work is $0. The glory is 0. The rewards will maybe take eons to recognize. Why do it? It is our path. For 
each of us it is our own unique path to the realization of All That Is. 
 

Thanks for signing up, all you wise ones. 
 

"We've come to believe that the core capacity needed to access the field of the future is presence. We first thought of 
presence as being fully conscious and aware in the present moment. Then we began to appreciate presence as deep listening, of 
being open beyond one's preconceptions and historical ways of making sense. We came to see the importance of letting go of old 
identities and the need to control and, as Salk said, making choices to serve the evolution of life. Ultimately, we came to see all 
these aspects of presence as leading to a state of "letting come," of consciously participating in a larger field for change. 
    In the end, we concluded that understanding presence and the possibilities of larger fields for change can come only from 
many perspectives - from the emerging science of living systems, from the creative arts, from profound organizational change 
experiences, and from direct contact with the generative capacities of nature. Virtually all indigenous or native cultures have 
regarded nature or the universe or Mother Earth as the ultimate teacher. At few points in history has the need to rediscover this 
teacher been greater."   -- from Presence by Peter Senge, Otto Scharmer, Joseph Jaworski & Betty Sue Flowers 
 

.      From Your Letters 
 
We have so many executions coming up everywhere, I am sad to say. In Arkansas there are so many that I am praying for our 
governor to respond with compassion and to intervene. We are working hard to bring awareness to the death penalty and to change the 
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d not a black pit. 

laws but for our Friends it may be too late.  J.J. in Oklahoma is scheduled for an execution this month. We are thinking of you, J.J. 
Please, if you are on death row or if you are dying of an illness, do let us know so that we can say prayers for you and so that we can 
say the prayers of liberation for you at the time of your death.  
 
YOUR HOT AND HEAVY LETTERS… Wow – there were so many responses this month to letters in the last few issues. I 
love getting every letter and read every word. They tell me so much about each of you and I know it is quite an investment of time and 
thought to write such in-depth pieces to share with others. I hope that it is helpful for you to write too as it is a wonderful way to 
understand and appreciate what moves you to such passion. It is an exercise in understanding your self as you share your opinions.  

But here is what I hope is especially valuable about Dharma Friends’  From Your Letters. I want you to remember that 
these pages are also – and primarily – a meditative mirror! It is less an opinion column like your local op ed page in the newspaper. 
The goal is not to convince others about right and wrong, or even about more or less helpful views about the world. I am not saying 
that a worldly exercise of debate is not helpful in forming opinions, but we can do that anywhere. From Your Letters is a chance to 
grow a more transcendent awareness of self. We get to look in the mirror at our reactions to what we read and to see what part of ego 
jumps to the foreground of our awareness with strong views. To the degree that we react to a letter from another, we see the hot issues 
within our psyche. Then we can ask WHY? The goal is not to become unresponsive to injustice or various other worldly issues, but to 
know ourselves so well that we can rest in the equanimity of our higher self no matter what arises. We still make decisions about how 
to be most beneficial to others in the world but we learn to not react out of anger, judgment, or the need to eradicate others because of 
who and what they are and believe. Can we grow to see their perfection and their struggles simultaneously? Can we love them, and in 
seeing their true self, hold them in wisdom and compassion?  

This is in keeping with our theme this month of being a teacher. A spiritual teacher does not argue world views of right and 
wrong. To hold ourselves in a compassionate way, we learn to do the same for others. A teacher awakens the truth in others through 
living it and seeing it. Teaching does not come through criticism, rejection, or angry one-ups-manship or the belief that “I” know and 
you don’t!!  

After you finish reading Dharma Friends, you can graduate to listening to the talking heads on TV debate our presidential 
candidates. Good luck. 
 
Motivation is very important, and thus my simple religion is love, respect for others, honesty: teachings that cover not only religion 
but also the fields of politics, economics, business, science, law, medicine-everywhere. With proper motivation these can help 
humanity… -His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
 

Books of Knowledge 
Reach your worldly goals and gain effectiveness in bringing about change. 

Help us find great books to recommend in short, crash courses to excellence in life skills. 
 
On this spiritual life journey, it is also good to be as skillful as possible in our worldly functioning. Do you have suggestions for books 
that you recommend for great crash courses in worldly skills? We’ll try to examine them and then feature those that look like they 
could help us all to a path of worldly skillfulness. Here are areas we want to cover, but you can suggest others on other topics if you 
feel they would be helpful. English language, writing, grammar, computer skills, math skills, world history, an overview of world 
religions, arts history of the world, psychology and the brain, physiology, illness and healing, geography. 

 
We are starting by recommending Linda Bessette’s Mindful Money. This little book will give the reader an 
80 page doctorate degree in finance. Of course, we need excellent money skills to make it in the world. 
Money is the undoing of so many who just never learned the simple money management concepts. Far too 
many got behind and in debt, and then slid downhill from there. These skills are enumerated in a brief and 
succinct ways to give everyone, no matter where they live or what income bracket they are in, a very 
beneficial way to conceptualize money. We can learn how to make it our foundation an
 
 

MINDFUL MONEY by LINDA BESSETTE 
 
Linda Bessette volunteers her time and skills to take care of all of our Compassion Works for All finances, helps me with the address 
database for Dharma Friends, oversees the layout of the issues, turns Dharma Friends into the pdf email version for subscribers and 
takes the layout to Sir Speedy for printing and mailing each month, also has spent many years counseling people on their finances.   
 
I wish we had the money to get a copy for each of you who can’t afford this book but we would need a grant or donor to do that. If 
such a gift materializes, we will try to fulfill all requests. If you do have $15 plus $5 for mailing, this would be a good investment. For 
those who will leave prison some day, or those who live in a world of financial transactions, let this little book be your Bible to create 
a plan for your future well being. It would also be a great gift to your kids, family, or all those  that you want to help live a better life. 
 
Thank you, Linda, for this gift to better our lives and for all you do for all of us. 
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Luminous is this mind, brightly shining, but it is colored by the attachments that visit it. This unlearned people do not really 
understand, and so do not cultivate the mind. Luminous is this mind, brightly shining, and it is free of the attachments that visit it. 
This the noble follower of the way really understands; so for them there is cultivation of the mind. -Anguttara Nikaya 
 
From Mark L. Brown (full name used by request):  Dear Anna,  
In response to “L.” and “T.Z.” from the January issue, I humbly submit the following: In Defense of Gay Buddhism 

Anna rightly reminds us that there are various sects within Buddhism – at least three broadly defined and many more if one 
bogs oneself down with the details.  I would consider sexuality, however, to be more than a detail and rather a key facet of existence.  
Therefore, it is a subject not easily laid aside when one contemplates just exactly what Buddha – an enlightened man – was getting at, 
and if it is possible for anyone else to truly benefit from the paradigm he elucidated.  In this vain, I respectfully disagree with “L.” and 
“T.Z.” 

“L.’s” statement is to me the more problematic.  “Sexual actions, involving a man and a woman, for the sake of having 
offspring, is the only sex that is considered respectful.”  I have no idea if Buddha ever made such a statement though I concede it has 
probably been said by many a married man or woman while prescribing the moral authority of the church.  The problem is, one could 
just as well put “Catholic” or “Muslim” or “Hindu” in front of the word “church” there as put “Buddhist.”  This is because any social 
unit – tribe, clan, denomination, nation – is forced from the get-go to elevate solely procreational sex above the other forms that have 
existed as long as humans have possessed both minds and “parts” which is, to my understanding, since the days we swung from trees.  
“Be fruitful and multiply” becomes the given, but the question remains what is to be done with those for whom that for whatever 
reason doesn’t work? 

It seems to me that if there is any organized system of ethical belief out there that could tolerate (if not accentuate) some 
basic facts about folks and their parts, it is Buddhism (Taoism would be a close second, but the hang-up there is in an explicit 
symmetry that can’t always be found no matter how hard one tries).  What basic facts do I speak of?  Well, there are a gazillion (or so) 
nerve receptors in the penis and the clitoris.  One is supposed to feel something there.  Maybe more controversially, there is also a 
congruence in size between said organs and (you can connect the dots here, I don’t need to) mouths and rectums.  My prostate gland 
could have been evolutionarily located in various places within my interior and yet it is where it is and slyly accessible.  Ironically, if 
it wasn’t there, one’s doctor would have a lot harder time telling if one had prostatitis or not. 

Whether or not “L.” chooses to accept any of these things that I consider to be facts, he affects the “homosexual lifestyle” in 
general with his words even as he claims it doesn’t affect him.  While he claims not to judge, he terms certain (admittedly) desire-
based actions/impulses involving said facts above as “sexual misconduct.”  Sorry, I don’t buy it when the Christian says he “loves the 
sinner and hates the sin” and I don’t buy “L.’s.”  “Unless it affects you, why worry about it,” either because the basis of Buddha’s 
teaching – as I understand it at least – is that we are all deeply and eternally interconnected.  That is one of the two inescapable “is’s” 
of the Buddhist paradigm, the other being the illusion of the soul.  What we choose to do with these two “is’s” defines us – as we at 
the same time define what our religion is or isn’t or will or will not become. 

I propose that Buddhism may be unique in its ability – among the major systems of belief – to accommodate homosexuality 
without losing a shred of its – for lack of a better word – “Gestalt.”  This ability is not a recent development either, for I would trace 
its origin to Siddhartha’s seminal – no pun intended – act: having seen existence for its complexity and its essence, he leaves his wife 
and son  (whom he has named Impediment) at the door, and doesn’t look back.  His great success is not having dismissed one desire 
while promoting another; it is rather, having abandoned them all – if the sutras are to be believed.  As observations, I have no 
problems doing so.  As laws, however, a slippery slope emerges that becomes apparent in “T.Z.’s” subsequent commentary. 

“I’m not saying Buddhists shouldn’t have sex,” but you are!  When sutras become rules, then it becomes the supreme 
struggle of one’s life to check one’s desires.  Maybe one gets lucky like Siddhartha and actually does it.  Or maybe the better 
phraseology here is “it happens.”  I think its profoundly impactful that “it happened” to Buddha, that at some point in his existence in 
this corner of the universe the entity that was his consciousness was able to ignore his body’s taste buds, fingertips, vasonomeral 
receptors, prostate gland, testes and phallic  pores to the point that their existence became negligible.  Should I not be allowed to call 
myself a Buddhist if I cannot presently do the same nor realistically think it’s going to happen anytime soon without the radical 
intervention of a surgeon? 

“T.Z.,” you, just like I do, continue to use the term “I” even though you obviously realize it is a conventional fallacy.  And 
yet, if we walked around the yard telling CO’s “the aggregate of conditions you just called to report to the captain’s office was delayed 
because it was practicing the killing of self,” we would surely find ourselves in either ad seg or psych block in less time than it takes to 
read Dharma Friends.  There was absolutely nothing invalid about Buddha’s realization as Ultimate Truth.  The problem comes from 
having to for a great part of the day exist – whether behind bars or not – as if the pudgala was real. 

The same applies to the Truth of Annica, Dukkha and Anatta and maybe this is where the “soft Buddhism” that attracts me 
diverges from the “hard” that “T.Z.” at least claims on paper.  I am aware that every action I take has a karmic footprint.  There are 
few things that I can “do” – meditation being one of them, gardening another – that do not to my awareness harm sentient beings (and 
gardening even could be controversial there).  “Soft” Buddhism recognizes this pervasive harm, challenges it when it can be 
challenged but believes practicing compassion to balance my harm and those of my neighbor’s is a good thing even if it ultimately 
perpetuates the existence of life as we know it, once again, in this corner of the universe.  “Hard” Buddhism says kill it all and it 
ultimately does mean all, because it must because even Bodhidharma left his seat in front of the staring-wall after nine years and 
began harming again, but he is still revered.  Hey, “T.Z.,” should Anna suspend your subscription for the next 108 months while you 
follow his lead? 



I’ve got a wall too I could stare at, and sometimes I do.  Alternatively, I can turn around and see another human being who is 
sharing this cell with me.  Look a little further and there are about 40 others I can see on this wing, 160 in this dorm, around 700 in 
this prison.  All are simultaneously “me” and “not me” and it is completely my choice how much of “me” I allow any one of them – or 
all of them – to become. 

Ironically, I like the Biblical term here.  “To Know.”  I am in prison because I felt things that I could not control and I sought 
to know things – and sentient beings – in a manner in which harm was, is, and will be inevitable.  Even after I am released from this 
prison, another awaits that is the result of my karma that will be with me until I die.  I accept this, some days more easily than others, 
but accept it I do because the alternative means banging my head against the wall I mentioned earlier – more suffering. 

And so there is another who is suffering for his harmful actions.  For a moment or two, we know each other.  Know what we 
feel like from the inside.  Know each other’s minds?  Maybe, partially at least, for a moment or two.  Remind ourselves of our 
commonalities. 

Take it out of context, isolate it, obsess about it, and I am not doing a good thing.  Separate a person from his genitalia or vice 
versa and I am not doing a good thing.  Attach to it material gain, survival, deceit, gamesmanship, competition, racism, or typification 
and I am doing no good.  I am not interested in doing no good as I once was. 

If my presence among you, still desiring union as I do, muddies these waters, then I will gladly remove myself from them.  
Or can we all just bob together until the body dries up. Acknowledging what rides the waves and what dwells beneath, and agree that 
being Buddhist does not mean becoming inhuman?  And also that whatever love is, it comes and goes and takes many forms?  If it 
cannot be killed, why, especially in the name of a religion, try to?  Have we nothing better to do? 
 
"Politics and spirituality are the two sides of the same coin.  Politics is the driving force visible to the outside; spirituality is the 
internal force driving the consciousness to open up to the world and conjoin it.  Politics bared of spiritual awareness always leads 
to violence and the abuse of power. Spirituality without political engagement resembles an escape from the world." -- Gundula 
Schatz 

 
From J.H.:  Dear Dharma Friends, I have several burning issues to raise. 
I have two editions of the Dhammapada, both from Shambhala Publications, 300 Massachusetts 
Avenue, Boston MA  02115.  They’re rather different in style, but the edition you use is as different 
from them as if it came from another planet.  What gives? 
Response from anna: The original teachings of Shakyamuni Buddha were not written down until 
about 100 years after his death 2400 years ago. Although there was one original version, many 
quickly develop. Someone somewhere put together  a compilation of teachings called the 
Dhammapada that was passed down to us. It was written in Sanskrit and it too has had lots of 
translation through the past thousands of years. Of course, there is no way to know what is the most 
authentic. I have used many different versions as the basis for our monthly Dharma Friends 
commentary through the years, but have used this one this past year or so because it is offered as free 
to use without permission or the need to pay royalties. I think it is easily understandable and poetic.  
 
2.  I would say Dharma Friends does “engaged Buddhism,” which is badly needed.  Both the 

Japanese and Tibetan traditions are suffering severely from their disengagement from the world.   But I can’t understand why you 
have nothing to say about the genocidal attacks by China on Tibet. 
      Response from anna: All of the Mahayana Buddhist traditions teach that we live our lives to benefit others in every way and 
incorporate such vows and activities into one’s practice. All Buddhist teachings say that one should never cause harm of any kind to 
any living being. These two precepts are a major part of both Japanese and Tibetan traditions (Vajryana). Both of these traditions are 
very engaged in the world in bringing about peace, loving kindness, and help to everyone who is suffering everywhere. 
 
3.  This year is going to be a red-letter year in American history, right up there with the South’s attack on Ft Sumpter in 1860, and 
Pearl Harbor.  We Buddhists should be strong supporters of Barak Obama, who voted against entry into the Iraq War.  Surely none of 
your readers support Hilary Clinton, who voted for it, or John McCain, who is a raving militarist. 
 Response from anna: Buddhist practice means to always hold the highest view that one has the capacity to know and live. 
While holding a vast view of All That Is as Sacred, we live in the world doing what feels to be most beneficial to all suffering beings. 
But no one KNOWS at an intellectual or judgmental level what that might be. So we just each do our best and try not to cause harm by 
judging anyone else. None of us can ever know the motivation of another or even know if they may be a fully realized being. Given 
that none of us can ever fix the suffering of the world and, while we do all that we can, only the unfolding of wisdom will reveal to us 
when we are each fully realized the perfection of all that is. We may not understand until we are enlightened beings the purpose of 
events as they are. 
 
Above all, do you support the Kyoto Accords against global warming?  Do you realize that James Hansen, chief climatologist for 
NASA, is saying that the first of five “tipping points” – the melting of the Greenland ice pack – is due for the year 2013?  With it, the 
process of destroying Planet Earth will begin, irreversibly.  (The genocidal Bush administration has blocked all of Hansen’s scientific 
publications.)  Please: Get with it!  With thanks and gassho,   
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 Response from anna: Of course, benefitting all beings means ALL BEINGS and since our mother earth supports and is home 
to all of us, then keeping that home healthy and viable is important. To do all we can at all times to keep every being free from harm 
and suffering equally is quite a meditative assignment and one that calls us to constantly assess our actions and our motivations. All 
the time, we must do all that comes to us to do with the humility of knowing that we don’t know intellectually what is right, wrong, 
good or bad and that we will all just have to do our best and love everyone else as others who are also trying to do their best. 
Judgments are a form of violence too. If we each do our piece, whatever it may be, we will all together create world peace. 
 
In order to train in the path that would allow us to transform death, the intermediate state, and rebirth, we have to practice on 
three occasions: during the waking state, during the sleeping state, and during the process of death.  
 -His Holiness The Dalai Lama, "Sleeping, Dreaming and Dying" 
 
From J.R.:  Dear Kristopher and Anna, I hope that this letter finds you, both, in good health and spirit.  I’ve recently moved and as 
I await for the new issues of Dharma Friends to reach me, I have been re-reading past issues.  Issue #130 kept drawing my attention, 
particularly all the comments that were directed at the writing of K.W.  I’m not writing to comment on that, what got me was a 
nagging feeling that I’ve been having for a while that I didn’t understand.  Now, after reading and studying more literature and books, 
I think I have found the source of my discomfort. 

I’ve tried to be a generous person throughout my life; but recently (for the last 8 months) I’ve been out of work, in ad. seg., 
and receiving little help from the streets.  I told myself to contribute to you what I can, when I can.  I had begun to receive blessings 
from friends, but then I was transferred.  When I arrived at my new institution, a lot of my stuff was stolen by other inmates.  But I 
could not shake the feeling that I should have sent you the stamps I had saved up and they could not have been stolen.  Unfortunately, 
as I did not buy them from the store and have no receipt, I can not get reimbursed for them.  This is just another experience that I will 
use to practice my disciplined behavior and patience. 

I’m telling you all this so that you will understand the accompanying pages.  At this time, I have 4 stamps that I want to give; 
but along with the stamps, I feel I can give more.  That “more” is information.  I’ve always said, “Information is power, and from 
power comes strength.”  I’d like to provide you with information on areas of financing.  Enclosed are two pages listing 
organizations/agencies that provide grants – grants do not need to be repaid.  At this time I can provide this information, and maybe 
you can use it to acquire funding to help support your efforts.  Thank you for all that you do and I hope that this will be beneficial for 
all.  When I can, I will do more.  Let me know if these help.  Blessings to you all, 
Here are the resources J.R. suggests: 
The Foundation Center; Corporation for National and Community Service, Learn and Serve Program; Minority Business 
Development Agency; Grants and Foundation Support Resource List; Grants to Businesses that Employ People with 
Handicaps/Disabilities 
 
And a response from anna: I share J’s wonderful ideas and resources that he suggests to us at Compassion Works for All with all of 
you who may be out there exploring funding options for your own social offerings.  J has obviously done some research as these are 
all good sources to look at and I have investigated each of them. Many people begin projects and think that one can easily get a 
funding grant to keep the $$$ flowing in. Unfortunately, especially when the recipients of your service are those in prisons, it is not at 
all easy. Some of you have done your share of grant writing and you know that researching, writing, and then getting funded is a 
laborious process. The statistics are that only 1 in 300 or so grant applications are funded. It usually takes an intensive month or so 
for a team to put a grant application together. We ourselves have searched data bases with thousands of funders to try to find money 
for this program. The number of funders who support prison projects has been somewhere about 0. I have submitted about 15 grants 
and the only funder has been a local philanthropic organization that supports projects that are often outside the box. I say this not to 
complain, but because some of you are looking forward to developing your own very excellent project ideas. It is hard work to find 
funding. It is good to get an experienced community activist/ planner/ fundraiser on board to help insure success – something that I 
am not!  I spend a lot of time trying to raise funds which limits my ability to do the other activities that I think would provide a lot of 
benefit.  

So, this being said, you can see why I am  so grateful to each and every one of our donors whether they send stamps or the 
larger amounts that a few supporters offer to us. I receive letters every day to say how much Dharma Friends gives to you as 
readers, but I want you to know that if it weren’t for our volunteers and our donors, we would not be able to do what we do. Believe 
me, every penny of the money that allows this newsletter to materialize each month is hard to come by. All the donations are a true gift 
supplied by the very few people in the country who are willing to offer help to those in prisons. You can’t imagine the rarity of such 
kindness. We thank them all! 

 
 

In the beginner's mind there are many possibilities; in the expert's mind there are few. – 
 

Shunryu Suzuki, "Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind" 
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From Gary Hallford, T-58516 Folsom state Prison, 2B-5B-04L P.O. Box 715071, Represa, CA 95671-5071  
Pleasant Greetings,    

Last night I received the April 2008 issue and am very honored to have a page and a half ("Guerrilla Buddhism") printed in 
Dharma Friends. Over the last couple of years you have been kind enough to add to my curriculum vitae MANY times. Many of  
my comments have undoubtedly stretched your editorial precepts, but your courage to publish those of us who "break ranks" shows 
the validity of your understanding •.. and definitely helps bring more credibility to our combined cause.  

Oddly enough, too few "mainstream" religions actually take the time to try and understand the American Gulag system, or do 
anything except trying to "win converts". Granted, there are enough assorted social crises to give each separate sect their own private 
"cause célèbre", and more than half of the issues would not be assigned a "sponsor”. Prisoners are usually looked upon as something 
lower than lepers, and we do not garner much popular publicity of any benefit. Partly this is understandable, but this also backfires, 
adding to the original problems. From the beginning, the political apparatus chases its own tail adding to the bureaucratic nonsense 
which requires a Master's Degree to even partially comprehend, but they foist all of society's challenges onto the same individuals who 
society failed to teach, train, or accept .  

There are a few of us who try to peacefully educate those whom the "authorities" have embittered, but it is an incredibly 
difficult task. Every time we make progress they throw things into a chaotic cluster and set a course for yet another disaster. Patience 
may be the fundamental virtue, but there are times when you are so psychologically exhausted you have to back off and let the tidal 
wave of idiocy recede to some survivable ripples you can navigate. Combine this situation with the post-Reagan circumstances of 
sending the mentally ill to prison rather than functional treatment, and you have today's horrific nightmare of denial and persecution. 
Not an acceptable societal model, is it?  

I have not read it yet, but Prison Legal News has a book available entitled "Prison Madness". It's probably a little out of date, 
but the same principles are essentially valid and worthy of investigation. Here at Folsom, the mental illness frequency is exceptionally 
high. The sickest part is that this also reaches into the STAFF, not just the inmates. It's tough enough to keep the peace amongst the 
various prisoner political factions, but when certain groups/individuals employed by the STATE choose to abuse their authority, or try 
to augment the already difficult internal political situations, it becomes utterly impossible to work for peace. There are so many 
alarms, and so few opportunities to act as a functional human being, the majority surrenders their dignity and become yet another 
example of a failed system. Repression never inspires. 

As noted before, there are a few of us trying to help keep a human element in our reality. We refuse to accept the racist self 
destruction some try to embrace. We work quietly, simply living with dignity, and treating others as we would wish to be treated. It's 
not rocket-science, only an expression of the fundamental precepts required to coexist harmoniously. 

Guerrilla Buddhism has its place in this environment,  if only to help others feel more at ease and to combat the fears which 
add to the unnecessary chaos. When people are afraid to move about except in groups, they have to feel somewhat silly when a few 
"oddballs" can freely walk about without any need for "backup". If we can focus on the true challenges and not on false dogmatisms 
of self destruction, we can make progress on the true issues which need to be addressed.  
 
Once you realize universal emptiness, all objects are spontaneously penetrated: integrating the world and beyond, it contains all 
states of being within. If you lose the essence, there is nothing after all; if you attain the function, there is spiritual effect. The 
genuine path of unminding is not a religion for the immature. -Fen-yang 

 
From J.S.: I think that I have been laboring under a delusion.  I believed that, if I got to the root of my problems and healed them, I 
wouldn't have negative feelings anymore.  I started reading the Shambhala teaching of Chogyam Trungpa recently.  Although I had 
been practicing the slogans, I had not completely read the book.  So, I started over on it.  In the second chapter, "Discovering Basic 
Goodness" he says, Developing tenderness towards yourself allows you to see both your problems and your potential accurately.  You 
don't feel that you have to ignore your problems or exaggerate your potential.  That kind of gentleness towards yourself and 
appreciation of yourself is very necessary.  It provides the ground for helping yourself and others."  He doesn't say that I will get rid of 
my problems or suddenly achieve my potential.  But that I can be gentle with myself, no matter what comes up.     
  I've been getting closer to that understanding ever since I realized the dragon represents both good and bad feelings.  If you 
get rid of the dragon, you loose good feelings, as well as bad.  Somewhere in the back of my mind I remember reading that the goal is 
not to get rid of problems, but to handle both good and bad with equanimity.  I think the slang expression that is frequently used by 
street people is, "It's all good".  Both good and bad feelings point us in the direction of growth.   
  Chogyam Trungpa goes on to describe the best attitude for meditation.  He encourages a sense of dignity.  Now wait a 
minute, says me.  I thought the correct attitude was one of humility.  How can a person be dignified and humble at the same time?  
Then I looked at what I thought those 2 words meant.  I had seen dignity as a "one up" point of view, and humility as a "one down" 
perspective.  How can a person be both "one up" and "one down"? So, since words are just words, I decided to create my own 
description of the proper attitude.  I translated dignity to "self respect", and humility to "respect for others".  Now that made sense.   
Respect seemed to be the key.  I almost wrote "respect" in lipstick on my mirror where I see myself everyday, but then I decided that 
I'd be the person who would have to clean it off, so I decided to just think about respect when I looked in the mirror!  That really 
seemed to be a core concept for me.  I had a 5 hour nap after coming up with that concept.  I really felt relaxed.   
  Then I received my August "Dharma Friends".  Your description of the fool was helpful.  But what I really liked was the 
meditation.  I'm sure I had read that the thing to do when a thought arises is just to label it "thought" and go back to your breathing.  I 
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think the thing that made the most profound impact on me was your instructions about what to do when  someone calls a person 
"fool".  What you said is, "You are not the name. You may be called that name, and a million others, but those are only concepts and 
not at all who you are.  You are not a fool.  You are vast and sacred wisdom awareness. Let the names go."  WOW!  I have so 
struggled with the attributions that my parents and the kids at school had given me when I was growing up.  I still had a lot of pain r/t 
those attributions.  Recognizing that these attributions were only words, and not who I am, was really freeing.  I felt a great healing 
begin.   
  After I read that, I watched a program on TV about people who own their own private island.  Then I took a nap.  I dreamt 
that I was on my own private island, and all of the environment was there for my healing.  The feeling of the sun and warm water on 
my body.  The smell of nature on the breeze.  Good food.  Peacefulness.  When I woke up, I found that many of my aches and pains, 
including the knot in my stomach, had improved.  The really nice thing is that I can go to my private island any time I need to or want 
to.  It's always there for me.  I don't need to be a billionaire to own an island.  I already have one in my mind.  I think that this is the 
most peaceful I have felt in years--maybe all of my life.  WOW!   
  Just to re-interate, I am no longer delusional that there won't be any negative things that will come up, or positive things.  
They are just "things".  They are not what I am.  I just AM!  How wonderful is that! 
  Your teachings have been so helpful to me.  I know I'll never be able to repay you.  I just hope that I may past on to others 
what you have given me.   
 
"In each of our lives occur transformational moments, fragile as spun glass.  They drift through our lives for a fraction of a 
second and then shatter.  There's no guarantee we will be able to visualize these critical instants when they burst into existence.  
To do so, we must learn to gaze obliquely at their evanescent scope and beauty.  We'll see lives of those we love, of strangers, of 
animals, trees, mountains, and seas-all woven into one intimate and continuous network of life stretching across all manner of 
time and space." -- Allan J. Hamilton, M.D. in his brilliant book "The Scalpel and the Soul: Encounters with Surgery, the 
Supernatural, and the Healing Power of Hope"   
 
Subscription information: I have gladly been offering this newsletter free of charge to those in prisons. I am so happy to have a 
vehicle for those who have little dharma support to feel united with others who identify with their life situation. It is truly important to 
remember that we are all mirrors of each other. We are all one with each other. And we can recognize that samsara is suffering for us 
all whether behind the bars of a prison or behind the bars of our own ego structure. For anyone who is not in prison and who would 
like to subscribe to Dharma Friends, here is what to do. The fee is $30 for one year. Mail a check or money order made out to 
Compassion Works for All: and send to Compassion Works for All, Dharma Friends subscriptions, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, 
AR. 72217-7708. This amount covers the subscription for you and a partial subscription for a prisoner. I also want to acknowledge the 
enormous generosity of many of those in prisons who have sent stamps and letters of support and appreciation. Far more important 
than anything material are the letters and notes that say that you are benefiting from being part of this sangha of Dharma Friends. I 
think that many feel less alone on their journey because we are connected beyond all time and space to each other. 

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOUR ADDRESS CHANGES. 
Here are some ways that you can help us. Keep us apprised of your address changes. Most of you have been very 

good at this and we hardly have any returned issues. If you are receiving Dharma Friends but do not read it or know someone else 
who does not read their issues, either donate them to your library, or write and tell us to take you off the Dharma Friends list. WE 
WANT YOU TO KEEP GETTING DHARMA FRIENDS IF IT IS HELPFUL TO YOU! If you have family or friends, tell them 
that you receive support from Dharma Friends and we would be very grateful for any donations that they might make. I know that 
most of you have very little money but we are enormously appreciative when some of you have made donations as well, and for the 
stamps many of you have sent. If you know of anyone who funds philanthropic programs that are rehabilitative or supportive of  those 
in prisons, send a copy of Dharma Friends to them and ask if they would consider reading a funding proposal from us. If so, connect 
us to them!  

Also: We are encouraging those who are not in prison and who have the ability to receive their issues by Email to let us 
know. Of course, we can send these issues for no printing and no mailing costs, while generating more interest and support in the 
newsletter. Most of you in prison cannot do this, of course, but if you are a chaplain reading this who has email and can print copies 
off for your library, that would be helpful. Or – if you have family or friends who might like to receive Dharma Friends as well, they 
can send a donation of $30 or more to us and receive Dharma Friends by email plus get a tax deduction receipt because we are not 
mailing a paper newsletter. It is important for us to keep those in prisons connected to society, and most especially to their families 
and friends. We greatly value the opportunity to bring a loving community of support to those who are connected to people in prison 
as they are often made to feel uncomfortable by society. If those you love receive Dharma Friends too, think of the common growth 
that you would share and the bond that could develop. So, you might suggest Dharma Friends as something your friends and family 
might like to donate to and receive via email.  

And a bonus comes with the email subscriptions – extra pages!! These pages will focus on issues and problems that those 
in the ‘free world’ might be more likely to experience, and we will explore life in ways that also draws from the connection to our 
Dharma Friends community.  

Know that we are continuing non-stop efforts to secure funding so that we can all benefit from the loving and supportive 
Dharma Friends community you have all created. Thank you for all that you give to all of us.  
 



To Dharma Friends -- A Disciple of the Buddha Abstains From Discussing the Faults of Others 
By: Douglas Stream (Tojin) 

 
 I chose to write about this precept because it happens to be the one I have the most difficulty with.  There are two similar 

precepts, abstaining from speaking falsely and abstaining from praising the self and maligning others.  All three of these have to do 
with a part of the Noble Eightfold Path called Right Speech.  Right Speech is the ability to speak truthfully and harmlessly.  
Unfortunately, when I (we) discuss the faults of other’s, a great deal of harm can result.  This harm isn’t always immediate but can 
bear its bitter fruit long into the future. 

Most of my wrong speech comes in the form of idle useless gossip.  I discuss the faults of others by discussing their crimes 
and their character traits, like somehow my crime and my character traits are more favorable or honorable then theirs.  (Although I’m 
sure there will still be days when I argue in favor of my character.)  HERE I GO AGAIN!  I also discuss the flaws in the religions of 
other people and the way they practice their religion, including what I perceive to be the hypocrisy of some of my fellow Buddhists, 
like somehow the way I practice is better.  I also seem to point out the flaws in the ways that others choose to do their time, like 
somehow my choices are better or my way is right. 

I don’t awake each morning with the intention of goal of not observing this precept, in fact most days I don’t speak about the 
faults of others.  This however, is no excuse for when I do.  It only takes one word, one bad first impression, or on bad conversation to 
cause disunity, disorder, or disharmony among individuals or groups.  There is an old saying, “If you can’t say anything nice, then 
don’t say anything at all.”  In Buddhism, we learn of the Buddha’s Noble Silence, and that there is wisdom in remaining silent. 

My hope is that by writing this I will be more aware and mindful of my own faults and be more aware of observing this 
precept. 
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The man who has no evil cannot be hurt by evil.  -Buddha 
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"In the presence of presence the accumulated suffering from the past begins to dissolve, and that's the true 
teaching.  That's why presence is so beautiful and why people want to be close to a teacher.  It's not the form of the 
teacher; the attraction is to be in the presence of the presence.  It's a very powerful thing to sit with someone who looks 
like somebody but is not somebody.  When there's somebody there who is transparent enough so that the stillness 
comes through unhindered, there's a reciprocal movement in you because the presence of stillness suddenly recognizes 
itself.  There's an almost magnetic pull of being. It gets pulled out of you, forward, and it meets all of the other being's 
being.  Words are not really necessary for that to happen.  They can be floating on the surface.   

Being recognizes itself.  People come together, being in response to being.  That's the beauty of it." 
Ekhart Tolle in an interview "Stillness & Presence" in Inquiring Mind 18:1, Fall 2001   

  
 

The winner of our EMAIL DHARMA FRIENDS BLIND AUCTION 
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The winning bidder on this beautiful meditation mat, hand crocheted by Rick Rojem 
(Daiji) on death row in Oklahoma, is an anonymous and generous supporter. She wants to 
give the mat to someone for a special birthday, so does not want to blow the surprise by 
revealing her name. So know that it will be a gift full of blessings for the recipient. Thank 
you special someone and thanks to Rick for his wonderful creation.  

 
 

 
 

Mindfulness Meditation and Healing 
 

I had a plan for an article this month that I was working away at and then the “great editor in the sky” delivered 
another assignment, and here we are with a focus on healing. Our friend and CWFA board member, Sandy Pope, was to 
deliver a talk on Mindfulness Meditation to the newly formed Ovarian Cancer Survivor’s Group at their 1st annual 
luncheon this week. Sandy, unfortunately, was flat on her back and trying to heal a problem disc. As a last ditch effort to 
find a replacement, she called me. Thank you, Sandy. My efforts switched from my fun article on politics and brain 
function (to appear next month just in time to prepare for the election!), to putting together a talk on meditation and 
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healing. I was very touched by all the courageous women in the room and their caregivers, and I learned a lot of new 
information about ovarian cancer. At the luncheon, our opening speaker, Leah Elliott, shared her trials and traumas with 
receiving four misdiagnoses before hearing she had cancer. She said that MOST folks with ovarian cancer go through a 
period of misdiagnosis and for some it is then too late to receive effective treatment. For this reason, I wanted to include 
the symptoms and diagnostic procedures. I also want to heighten our awareness to being especially aware of all those 
possible causes to various cancers, especially those that seem to target the reproductive system. Could it be that we live in 
a world so full of environmental toxins that we are exposing ourselves to cancer causing agents and not paying attention? 
Alesa Garner, a dynamic organizer in the new group, talked about being a breast cancer survivor herself, a support person 
for her sister who is an ovarian cancer survivor, as a supporter of her husband who has prostate cancer, and she has a 
mother with Parkinson’s disease. Whew!! Talk about stress. This is major. Please evaluate your world for possible risk 
factors and be careful– it’s a jungle out there! 
 

Never wanting to miss the message, there must be a reason to include this on ovarian 
cancer. Hopefully someone who needed this bit of information will now get it in time.   

Symptoms of Ovarian Cancer from the ovarian cancer web page — Ovarian cancer is 
difficult to detect, especially, in the early stages. This is partly due to the fact that these two small, 
almond shaped organs are deep within the abdominal cavity, one on each side of the uterus. These 
are some of the potential signs and symptoms of ovarian cancer: Pelvic or abdominal pain or 
discomfort.  Vague but persistent gastrointestinal upsets such as gas, nausea, and indigestion.  
Frequency and/or urgency of urination in the absence of an infection.  Unexplained weight gain or 
weight loss.  Pelvic and/or abdominal swelling, bloating and/or feeling of fullness.  Ongoing 
unusual fatigue.  Unexplained changes in bowel habits. 

If symptoms persist for more than 2 weeks, consult your physician.
Persistence of Symptoms 

When the symptoms are persistent, when they do not resolve with normal interventions (like diet 
change, exercise, laxatives, rest) it is imperative for a woman to see her doctor. Persistence of 
symptoms is key. Because these signs and symptoms of ovarian cancer have been described as 

vague or silent, only around 19% of ovarian cancer is found in the early stages. Symptoms typically 
occur in advanced stages when tumor growth creates pressure on the bladder and rectum, and fluid 

begins to form. 

• A Rectovaginal pelvic examination is when the doctor simultaneously inserts one finger in 
the rectum and one in the vagina.  

• It is helpful to take a mild laxative or enema before the pelvic exam.  
• Have a comprehensive family history taken by a physician knowledgeable in the risks 

associated with ovarian cancer. 5% to 10% of ovarian cancer has a familial link.  

Every woman should undergo a regular rectal and vaginal pelvic examination. If an irregularity of 
the ovary is found, alternatives to evaluation include transvaginal sonography and/or tumor markers. 
The most common tumor marker is a blood test called the CA-125.  

 

 
 

Here is my talk. And I am including my talk as a reminder of how all of us should pay attention to the 
stressors of our life, sick or not, caregiver or not, just to maximize our potential. It is in part excerpted from our Healthy 
Living booklet that I wrote a few years ago. If you would like a free email copy of Healthy Living, go to our web site: 
www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com or you can email me at anna@aristotle.net and I will send it to you. If you 
want a hard copy, send me an email and we can determine the costs based on postage to your house. 
 
 
 
 

Mindfulness Meditation and Healing 

http://www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com/
mailto:anna@aristotle.net
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Ovarian Cancer Survivor’s Luncheon 
Arkansas Governor’s Mansion    September 8, 2008  by anna cox 

 
I want to thank Governor Beebe and Ginger Beebe, Alesa, Leah for their efforts and encouragement and to 
thank all of you who are helping so many. I think a wonderful path to healing is to see our lives as unfolding 
journeys and, in this way, we better understand our wisdom challenges. I applaud all of you, whether you are 
dealing with an illness, you are a supportive family member and caregiver, or if you are one of the heroes who 
have chosen a career of service and healing.  I am glad to be here with all of you sharing a little bit of the 
journey.  It takes courage to take this journey mindfully. 
 

What does mindfulness mean? 
Mindfulness is a form of meditation that engages us with the moment. We learn to be fully present…. To be 
with our experience …. To stop that constant chatter in our brain …. Chatter about me and how the world treats 
me --- To feel your breath  --- to see a flower… Mindfulness meditation is not religious but a profound pathway 
to know your true self and All That Is. 
 
We will go slowly into some meditation, so just “let go” whenever I ring the bell. 
 
Ring Bell 
Relax – expand with the sound to fill the universe 
 
Ring Bell 
With mindfulness – we let go --- we are fully aware --- tension dissolves--- our body finds harmony --- our 
immune system is strengthened – we naturally seek to reach full expression and healing --- we open to 
compassion  
 
Ring Bell 
We calm the ego’s busy chatter about the world but the space is not empty --- sound, thoughts, perceptions, all 
continue to arise -- we are fully attentive to each new arising --- and we let each go for the next moment to arise 
in awareness 
When chatter stops, we have the option to fill the space with intention – a prayer or a wish –  
We can fill it with a wish that all beings be happy ---That all beings find healing --- that wisdom unfolds in the 
way that is best for us and all that we love 
Each time we ring the bell – just listen and rest in the sound 
 
Ring bell 
Rest gently with your breath --- soft eyes --- being fully in your body 
Trust that healing happens in this state of peace and love for yourself and all others 
 
Ring Bell 
In a minute, we will do a longer mindfulness meditation, but first I’d like to share a few reminders about healing 
that we all know but frequently forget.   
 

All of us have challenges.  Amazingly enough, we can get used to even the most difficult of life 
challenges and even make them feel “normal” for us. What we do as we normalize our circumstances, including 
those challenges of living with illness or the illness of someone we care for, is to begin to ignore the 
extraordinary stress with which we are constantly confronted. Little by little, we keep on pushing to survive 
while those physical and emotional signals to slow down in the face of our stress get pushed out of our 
awareness. We disconnect the alarm bells that are our healthy, built in signals to stop and we suffer the 
consequences. But with the willingness to see ourselves more clearly in our difficult life circumstances, we can 
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look at some things to do that might help to alleviate some of this stress so that we enhance medical healing 
techniques rather than sabotage them. And, we must remember that even though we have an identified illness, 
our entire system is affected in various ways by illness and stress, and we need to heal all that has been thrown 
out of balance. Of course, when facing so much, we all wish we were not so “high maintenance,” but following 
various healing routines like meditation along with our medical treatment means that we will have a greater 
likelihood that we can have full, happy and productive days. To not gently take care of ourselves first may 
mean we live with more limited function. This is a choice about being willing or unwilling to commit the time 
and effort to achieve our best possible health and I try to recommit to healing every day. 

 
The challenges of illness 

With illness or the illness of a loved one, we have had enormous losses. We may have lost our 
profession or job. Often we’ve lost much of our savings, our material possessions, the activities we loved, and 
sometimes relationships. We may have lost the ability to ever dream the same dreams that society says are 
important. In all these ways, we may be caught up in a web of obstacles where we struggle constantly to relax 
and enjoy life. And heal. 

 
How do these challenges turn into stress? 

All living organisms at risk mobilize responses that enable them to fight for survival. For most it means 
switching into high gear to tackle the obstacle. We have all heard about our “fight or flight” response, but we 
don’t hear as much about how our body stays in high gear when the challenge does not dissipate, when we don’t 
have an opportunity to make our fears fully conscious, and when we are never able to feel free to let go of our 
fears. It is this chronic unresolved stress, medically called Allostatic Load, which does the damage. Chronic 
illness takes a constant and overwhelming toll and these emotions and the accompanying surge of stress 
hormones are normal responses to such challenges. It is a given that we will have stress with challenge. It is a 
given we will have emotional and physical responses. If we don’t let ourselves feel and face these obstacles, 
we are likely to just push down all of the normal emotions that everyone feels when they have such 
challenges.  

 
The other thing that all humans need when we face great obstacles is another person, or an entire 

family, to give us emotional support to process our emotions. This is a primitive need and very real. There 
are biochemical reactions that happen in our brain and body during comforting that return us to emotional and 
physiological balance. If we try to handle our pain alone, that return to balance does not happen so completely 
or effectively. 

 
The question is, are we releasing our stress and emotions in a beneficial way or handling it in a 

destructive way. When we are not handling things we might blame everything else before we honestly examine 
our own behaviors and thoughts. It is hardly ever really true that others are the villains and we are the victim, 
especially when we have been bottling up our feelings and not looking at them honestly. We can be tricky and 
find all sorts of denial. If we feel that we can’t give up even when our options are few, or we fear that we are a 
burden to others, or feel that others treat us as if we are complaining when we are down, our tendency is to just 
keep on keeping on. We try to ignore the emotional pain that we feel and to be stoic and brave. Unfortunately, 
the consequences to blocking and ignoring stress is likely to make our overall health condition worse.  

 
What should we do with stress? 

We have very challenging life circumstances but we have to face them and monitor all that arises 
within us in response. It is not the challenges in life but how self-aware we are of our emotional responses, 
how we perceive our circumstances, and the positive choices that we make to handle challenge that allows 
us to handle stress with wisdom. 
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We must be self-aware of our emotions 

We can and must honestly look at the sources of our stress. We can acknowledge to ourselves and others 
when we feel badly about our illness and all of its difficult repercussions in our life. We have to continually 
invite ourselves to say, “I feel.....” , then to fill in the blank with the first thing that comes to mind. Then we can 
ask again a little while later. I feel… Whatever we find as our response must be held gently and 
compassionately in our awareness. We can learn to accept our feelings without judgment, knowing that our 
emotional and physical states will change shortly but they must be experienced fully when felt. It may be that 
once we acknowledge feelings that have been repressed, to say them to ourselves or out loud to another might 
bring a surprising emotional release. There may be tears or anger but it is still better to release them than to stuff 
them back down. During a time of release, don’t be frightened that you may feel out of control. Just gently 
whisper to your self that letting go of all that stuff is a good thing to do. You will be all right and will feel better 
when it is all out. A caution though is that we often have a temptation, especially when the emotion is anger, to 
say “YOU......”, and blame our feelings on others. It is far more helpful to our self and to those we love to focus 
on our self and what we feel. 

 
Next, notice when we are obsessing about any issues that cause emotional distress where the pain is 

actually building up even as we try to release it. There is probably a bigger issue below this problem and we 
need to do a little detective work. Take some time to try to find the source of deeper pain. If we have trouble 
getting in touch with its true cause, we should consider seeing a psychotherapist or joining a support group. We 
can’t worry about what others will think or feel embarrassed. If we find a therapist or group that we click with, 
we will find benefit in this relationship beyond anything we ever imagined. 

 
Learning Self-Regulation is Crucial 

The missing piece for many people who have trouble handling stress is an inner voice of positive self-
regulation. One thing we know about healthiness and healing: When we are in balance and joyful, we naturally 
promote healthiness and we want to preserve that state of healthiness. 

 
Meditation is a great tool for learning to watch our inner dialogues arise and fall away. We can learn to 

be kind and gentle and restore our balance instead of being critical with ourselves. With meditation, we have the 
space to listen to what we say to ourselves. We can teach ourselves to feel safe in joy and love. Whenever we 
feel fear rising, we can deliberately begin to say words that comfort and soothe us – even if we must struggle to 
find them. This is true especially when the discomfort comes from physical illness and bio-chemical imbalance. 
We can watch stress and anxiety arise and we can change what our inner voices are saying. In meditation, we 
can focus on what is beautiful and soothing and rest there for as long as we can. We can meditate on a flower or 
a beautiful picture. We can meditate on clouds, sunshine and sky – even if we can only see them in our mind’s 
eye. We can reassure ourselves as joy arises that we can feel it, rest in it, and let it nurture us. We can look for 
joy as we are off of our meditation cushion too. We can notice all the little things that stir joy in our heart. 
When negative voices consume us, we can say STOP to those voices and, even in the darkest of worlds, we can 
look for joy to celebrate. A self that feels less desperate and more joyful can relax and, in that state, healing 
happens. 

Perception Governs Response 
For those of us with chronic illness, there are so many challenges that invite us to hide feelings that 

sometimes we may lose sight of who we truly are. It is very important to find a way to reconnect with our 
deepest self with art, writing, hobbies, or a walk in the woods. Our perception of reality often triggers the part of 
our self that we then function from. We all have multiple selves that look out at the world - and no, we’re not 
split personalities. Sometimes we feel like a victim and sometimes victorious; sometimes we feel like a pouting 
kid and sometimes we are a scolding parent. When we access our deeper, wiser, authentic self, we see reality 



without such a heavy, emotional over-lay. We can re-frame our view of reality from one skewed by our 
emotional state of perception to one with greater balance when we simply remember who we truly are. 
Learning Meditation is an excellent tool to REMEMBER our true self – if even for 5 minutes a day. But 
good to work up to maybe 30 minutes. 
 
So, now let’s practice doing a mindfulness meditation together. (Do meditation)  
 
Some last thoughts for all of us…. 

Every person has challenges and suffering in their lives. When we create balance in our lives and live 
balance as a lifestyle, we can find true gratefulness for our lives and loved ones, illness and obstacles 
included. When we live in gratitude and balance, we enhance our healing and we create a healing 
environment for our family. Mindfulness Meditation is the best tool that I know of to develop these wisdom 
qualities. 

 
Sandy’s web page for the Mindfulness Center for Healthy Living is www.bemoremindful.com   

DHARMA FRIENDS – PLEASE HELP ME TO FIND MY WAY! : 
This question is mine with the hopes of reaching a parent or grandparent to help a 
child –  
 

The other day, I watched a little boy about four years old with my psychotherapist antennae twitching 
nervously. He was in an after-school program that was playing at the community center. All the other kids were happily in 
a group activity. He barged out the door and began to run up and down the hallway. An adult male supervisor called to 
him, “No running, Mike!” 
 The child turned to face the teacher’s direction and yelled angrily, “You can’t tell me what to do!” 

Then he added, “And my name is Mark not Mike, you bimbo!” 
 The teacher just ignored him and Mark continued to run further down the hallway. 
 Hmmm. Is this a warning sign that says this child may already be in trouble? I’m certainly not leaping to the 
conclusion that he will end up in prison, but something is going on that someone should pay attention to. Yes, this little 
this early should at least merit observation over time to see if he has a pattern of anger and rebelliousness and to determine 
why. Then, if this behavior or anger seems to be at an aberrant level, it could be important to evaluate him further.  
 In the past, many would have said, this is just a boy being a boy. We know enough about the brain today to know 
that when we see a child not functioning in a healthy and balanced way, we can bring about an early healing intervention 
and hopefully salvage the lives of some children while change can happen. Even twenty years ago, we did not know 
nearly as much about the multiple interactions or effects of the brain structure, neurology, brain chemistry, environment, 
socialization and the psyche. I think we should see if we can save this boy from a life of conflict and self-created 
obstacles. He looks to me like a kid who needs someone to hear his cry for help. 
 
 Here are some of the things that I would watch for if I was his parent or grandparent or physician.  

• How is he treated at home by adults and older siblings? How do family members treat each other? Is there any 
adult who treats him this way or someone important to him? Is he modeling after their behaviors? 

• Does he have any medical problems or is he taking any medications? What is his overall health since birth? 
• Has he had any brain injuries? 
• What is his diet? Sleep patterns? Exercise patterns? 
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• Are there others in the family that might show there is a genetic history of being angry and hyper-reactive to 
authority? 

• Could he be autistic, have a seizure disorder, or have an endocrine disorder? 
• Has he had any recent traumas, losses, or signs of depression? 

 
It could just be that he had a bad day and he needs a hug. It could be a cry for help and if he doesn’t get it now, life will be 
pretty tough for this child. All these kids are our kids so let’s watch out for them. 
 
Men are afraid to forget their minds, fearing to fall through the Void with nothing to stay their fall. They do 
not know that the Void is not really void, but the realm of the real Dharma. 
-Huang Po, "Zen Teaching of Huang Po" 
 
DONATIONS NEEDED FOR ISLAMIC EID FEAST  

On October 4, there will be an EID feast for those practitioners who have dedicated this month of September 
observing their sacred RAMADAN fast at East Arkansas Regional Unit. For years, Compassion Works for All has 
helped this prison unit at Brickeys by collecting funds for the food for their feast, shopping, and delivering the goodies.  
The men have no support in the Arkansas Islamic free world community and there are few others to help them. This year, 
about 200 guys are doing the Ramadan fast.  

The other amazing treat for this feast is that our long time Dharma Friend and a most inspiring being, Omar 
Muhammad, might be able to attend. Omar was given compassionate release from prison earlier this summer because of 
his terminal liver cancer. He now lives with his daughter in Atlanta. We are trying to get permission for him to come to 
the feast so that he can give a talk to all these men trying to heal and find their way. (I'll give a little talk too)  

Your donations are most welcome and necessary to help purchase food! If you would like to donate to the 
feast mail your donation to me at:  

Compassion Works for All – feast donation, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas 72217-7708 
If you would like to attend, let me know asap! This would pretty much be an all day event with the drive and the 

feast. But it will be an event to remember forever. You need security clearance so I need your birth date, driver's license #, 
address, phone #, and social security number.  

And you can't have an outstanding warrant out for arrest - or you might stay for a while.  
 

NEXT MONTH:  
Anna will do a retreat at Wattle Hollow along with Joy Fox: 
The Next Step on the Path – of your spiritual life journey 

 
It will be on October 18th and 19th, beginning at noon on Saturday and ending at 3 on Sunday. 
Wattle Hollow Retreat Center is near Fayetteville AR. I hope you will join us in what will be a 
very individualized meditation and explorative time, and Joy will keep us limber with gentle 
yoga.  
Lodging and meals included.  Sliding scale $100.   For questions or to register, go to  
www.wattlehollow.com 
 

Talented artist, Jack Jones on Ar. Death Row, has a hand made incense burner to sell. If interested in knowing more about 
this item, let me know!! And - on the topic of death row - Arkansans are all too aware that we have a number of 
executions that could come up this fall. Many of these guys are members of our Dharma Friends community and have 
been our friends for over ten years. If you would like to help with the petition effort to present 100,000 signatures to Gov. 
Beebe and our state government to ask for a review of the effectiveness of our death penalty laws in Arkansas either as a 
petition gatherer or a sponsoring organization, let me know. There are also the west memphis 3 efforts on-going and 
Brent, Capi, and Damien Echol's wife, Lori Davis, can all use your help with that!! I will pass any emails on to them if 
you want to help. 
 
I've included this beautiful flyer about a visit from Bon teacher, Ponlob Trinley Nyima, that Hendrix College and 
Bill Gorvine is bringing to Arkansas. EBS will host him at our EBS Center for a public talk on Sept. 22 at 7 PM. If 
you could print off the flyer (or many flyers) and place them in places where interested folks might see them, that 
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would be very helpful. If any of you would like to help with the event, please let Karen Wisdom or me know. 
Thanks.  
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We have BOOKS FOR SALE: 
 

MINDFUL MONEY by LINDA BESSETTE 
 

Linda Bessette, who volunteers her time and skills to take care of all of our 
Compassion Works for All finances, who helps me with the address database for 
Dharma Friends, oversees the layout of the issues, turns Dharma Friends into the pdf 
email version for you, and takes the layout to Sir Speedy for printing and mailing to 
subscribers each month, also has spent many years counseling people on their 
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finances.  

wel of a book that is all we 

• If we just want to make sure we are on the right track or to get back on track, this is a wonderful money Bible. 

M  
oals rather than our captor. 

EN
Linda has graciously offered to donate a po ks sold through Dharma Friends back to 

Email me (annacoxar@gmail.co

 
Now, Linda has come out with a je
need to know about money.  
It is an easily read and easily understood 80 pages! She has captured the essentials so 
that we can all get our finances in hand by following her advice.  

• If we have a child or grandchild moving into independence, this is a great gift. 
• If we are changing life directions and heading towards retirement, this is a good re-orienting tool. 

 
indful Money allows us to be fully present and aware of our money issues. Mindful Money teaches us to be conscious

and responsible stewards of our resources so that money is a healthy vehicle to reach life’s g
JOY! --as Linda says to us each month as we receive our current Dharma Friends issue! 

rtion of the proceeds of all boo
Compassion Works for All.  

m) or Linda (lbessette33@comcast.net) if you want a copy of MINDFUL MONEY. 

Compassion Works for All, Mindful Money, PO Box 7708, Little Rock, Arkansas  72217-7708 
Or send your check $15 – plus $5 handling fees, to: 

 
Also Remember – both of anna’s books, Just As the Breeze Blows Through Moonlight, and Dharma Friends, and 
the Healthy Living pamphlet are on our Compassion Works for All web site – 
www.dharmafriendsprisonoutreachproject.com .  

If you wo g lunch,  
please let us know and we will plan details with you!! 

 
uld like to host a Compassion Works for All fundraisin

 
  

You may forward any past Dharma Friends newsletters, or this newsletter, on to anyone who you believe would 
benefit from them.  If someone has sent this Dharma Friends issue to you as a gift and you would like to join us 
each month, please email anna@aristotle.net for more information about Compassion Works for All, our Dharma
Friends newsletter, and our prison outreach program. You may receive Dharma Friends by email for a $30 tax-
deductible donation.  If you would prefer a hard copy, the subscription fee 

 

is also $30, but unfortunately it is not 
x deductible because you receive a paper publication for your donation.  

 

ta
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